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About This Game

Sword Mans is a physics based sword fighting brawler where you control the sword instead of the swordsman. There is a man
holding on to the sword who will flop behind it as it moves. Your goal is to defeat the other players by hitting the man holding

onto their sword while defending the man holding on to your sword. This game supports both controllers and mouse and
keyboard input.

Versus:

Fight against your friends or the AI in local multiplayer versus mode. Use stage hazards and power-ups scattered across
some of the many stages to get the upper hand in a fight.

Co-op:
Play solo or team up with your friends in one of two cooperative game modes.

Arena: Fight endless waves of enemies and earn gold which can be used to buy cosmetics.

Campaign: Play through the campaign chapter by chapter. Chapters will be released periodically and the story will
continue with each chapter.

Customize your sword man with a host of different weapons and cosmetics that can be unlocked through game-play. Damage is
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physics based, meaning heavier weapons will hit harder, but aren't as agile.

Sword Mans features a completely original soundtrack designed to fit the varying stages.

Content will be continually added in periodic updates including new stages, new cosmetics, and new chapters to the campaign.
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Title: Sword Mans
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Bypass Game Studios
Publisher:
Bypass Game Studios
Release Date: 30 Mar, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 SP1+

Processor: SSE2

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: DX9

Storage: 300 MB available space

Sound Card: Any

English
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LOL Amazing game. It's OK for 0,41 cents. The browser game is practically the same.
I just bought it to support the browser game.. No players whatsoever
Only one map
The "fighting" is horrible
Everything about this game was cheaply made and thrown into the dumpster

don't waste your pennies. Nice also epic. Very fun game, simple yet fluent controls, AI impressed me, I did not think it would be
as good as it was for an indie game. Customization is very nice and is only supposed to get better with updates, if I had to make
a request for though it would be one to be able to edit specific player's stats like speed, catching, throwing whatever, also you
can change names, numbers, and races, but you cannot change gender, that may seem like a weird complaint because obviously
in the NFL and CFL there are no female players but I think it would be pretty cool if they could add that. Overall though this
game is worth it, they have two modes currently, quick match and season both are very fun. There is supposed to be much much
more to come and already this game is a blast so I recommend it strongly to anybody out there that has always wanted a PC
football game that is not looking at spreadsheets and watching the CPU simulate it
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I really wanted to like this game. I have a soft spot for games that let you add your own music, but this game didn’t do it for me.
While the mechanics and controls are mostly spot on, the ones that aren’t spot on ruin the game for me. I am mainly talking
about the shooting mechanic.

I have no clue why the fire rate is inconsistent, but I guess it’s because the game wants to implement as many rhythm mechanics
as possible, but out of all the ideas for gameplay elements based on rhythm, why is one of the things they thought of was the
firing rate? It gets especially grating with the glass wall game mechanic where most of my deaths come from hitting a glass wall
because my gun wouldn’t shoot.

One other mechanic I greatly dislike is the difficulty. The game favors short songs while making long songs greatly difficult to
go through. The player is given an option of one to five lives no matter what the song is. While going through a one minute song
with five lives seems fair, going through a five to ten-minute song is a nightmare since there is a much greater chance the player
will fail. And if the player fails, they have to start all over again or choose to continue without increasing the round’s score.

Overall, while the game has decent controls and excellent graphics, there are some elements of the game that greatly influence
my opinion enough to not recommend it. If you plan to buy this, there are better music player games worth your money.
. Really worried about this game. Was so hyped for a tennis game since a long time, but this game is just far from finished, also
seems the game is capped at 60 fps (and that for a tennis game that has a fast moving ball).

Although history prooves many developeers just leave their game after they cashed in. Welcome to the new game era :(.

Although I hope this games ends up like Wreckfest. From a bad game to a top game.

NO FOR NOW.
. With just under 15 minutes of gameplay (time may vary depending on nerves), The Bellows is a great demo that leaves you
wanting more. If you're a Vive owner and have been curious as to what a true horror experience would feel like for you, well
now's your chance. The atmosphere and sound design is top notch, took me 3 trys to leave the first room because I was just so
immersed and terrified, I kept turning it off. Unfortunately the full release does not have the same effect, so the demo is your
better choice.. In fact, this does not seem to be the same as the old RTS. The game is boring, ugly and also on Unity. There is no
plot, no denouement, faceless enemy, faceless you.. Got to first town after fighting wolves and bees for roughly 3 minutes per
enemy- desperately tried to live through the npc design even though everyone was gazing into my soul.
Then I found some ladders. I climbed up them and it led to no where but a rooftop for some reason but I saw other rooftops to
go to so I assumed parkour.
Then I landed with too much momentum and slid down a hill into a permanently unescapable ditch.

And yet, the bottom line that I've hit is this game is presented horrendously.

The attempt at adding a combat system only to be a click-fest that somehow SURPASSES minecraft in terms of sheer
mediocrity is amazing to me. I can't recommend this right now, not until they play some well crafted titles, learn why they're
good and presented in a way that's applaudable.

I bought this for half off and if I was one of you who got it at full price I would have been even more disappointed than I
already am. This title has been out for two years in early access; do better developers.. I had high hopes for this game it
disapoint!

2/10

Was a game. Sorry but this game is weak. Early access for game like that ? 3 levels that are the same,If you get for free have a
nice play any other option is a waste of money, go buy yourself a something nice.

Update: Mac and Linux:
August 24, 2018: Sword Mans version 1.2
Mac and Linux Update.
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New Stuff:. Sword Mans 67% off until Jan 3:
Happy Holidays! Steam's Winter Sale is here and Sword Mans is cheaper than its ever been! Pick it up now for $4.94 USD! It
would have been $5, but 67% is an awkward value so it's a few cents cheaper. Even better!

Remember to do your discovery queues and vote for the Steam Awards!. Update: Menu Improvements:
May 4, 2018: Sword Mans version 1.0.3

New Stuff. Update: Gun Mans!:
April 2, 2019 Sword Mans version 1.3.0

Happy April Fools! You thought the update was coming yesterday but you were fooled! Haha, yeah that's it (please don't read
into it any further). Anyways, Sword Mans has taken a giant leap into the future. Your familiar sword wielding mans will now
be wielding guns!

New Stuff. Update: Achievements Give Gold:
September 21, 2018 Sword Mans version 1.2.1

New Stuff:. Sword Mans 40% Off:
To celebrate Sword Mans being released on Mac and Linux, it's on sale for 40% from now until September 1st. Be sure to check
it out and get the earbuds and penguin hat by playing before the sale ends.
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